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Supplementary Material

Comparison of functionalities of Orione and main Galaxy 

Many  Galaxy-based  web  servers  have  been  developed  in  the  last  few  years,  see
http://wiki.galaxyproject.org/PublicGalaxyServers for a complete, updated, list. Some of these
servers target specific application domains like ChIP-Seq analysis (Cistrome [1] , Nebula [2]),
adaptive divergence in prokaryotes (OdoSE [3]) and metagenomic taxonomy (MGTAXA [4]). 

Since,  to  the  best  of  our  knowledge,  none  of  the  currently  available  Galaxy-based  web
servers is dedicated to microbiology, we compared the features of Orione to those available in
the  public  Galaxy  [5] main  instance  (https://usegalaxy.org/)  as  of  26th  November,  2013.  A
summary is provided in Supplementary table 1.

Supplementary table 1.  Summary of features of public Galaxy main instance and Orione.
Features present in both instances are not reported.

Galaxy main Orione

URL
https://usegala
xy.org/

http://orione.crs4.it

Available eukaryotic 
genomes

Most of the UCSC
genome builds

hg18, hg19, mm9, mm10

Available prokaryotic 
genomes

Bacillus subtilis, 
Bordetella 
bronchiseptica, 
Burkholderia 
pseudomallei, 
Escherichia coli, 
Pseudomonas 
aeruginosa, 
phiX174

16S microbial, Bacterial Genomes, 
Plasmids, Viruses(*)

http://wiki.galaxyproject.org/PublicGalaxyServers
https://usegalaxy.org/


Data Retrieval - Get FASTA from NCBI taxid

Limitation on data storage
5 GB 
(non-registered 
users) to 250 GB

5 GB (non-registered users), 100 GB 
(registered users), unlimited 
(collaborators**) 

Maximum concurrent jobs
8 or less for 
registered/unregist
ered users

8/2 for registered/unregistered users

Preprocessing -

FASTQ positional and quality trimming,
Paired-end compositional filtering, 
Remove reads from FASTQ files, 
Flexbar, CD-HIT

Aligning -
BLAT, BFAST, BWA-MEM, LASTZ, 
MOSAIK, MUSCLE, NCBI BLAST+, 
SHRiMP, SOAP

De novo assembly -
ABySS, Edena, SPAdes, SSAKE, 
Velvet, VelvetOptimiser

Scaffolding -
CISA, SEQuel, SOPRA, SSAKE, 
SSPACE

Post assembly -
Check bacterial contigs, Check 
bacterial draft, Extract contigs, Mauve, 
Mugsy, MUMmer, MUSCLE

Annotation - Glimmer, Prokka, tRNAscan-SE

Variant calling - SnpEff with bacterial genomes

RNA-seq (Bacterial) - EDGE-pro

Metagenomics -

MetaPhlAn, MetaVelvet, 
MetaGeneMark, Get proteomes from 
MetaPhlAn, Filter taxonomy, Krona pie 
chart

(*)  Orione contains the indexes of  a  collection of 16S microbial,  bacterial,  plasmids,  and
viruses sequences available at NCBI. Updating of index contents is evaluated on quarterly
basis.
(**) Size varies depending on the type of collaborative research agreement. 



Orione tools and workflows 

General purpose and custom tools 
In addition to the NGS data analysis tools available in the Galaxy main instance (see e.g. the
NGS Toolbox  section  of  Galaxy’s  left  panel  at  https://usegalaxy.org/),  Orione  consists  of  a
curated selection of state-of-the-art software for downstream analysis of NGS microbiology
data. Moreover, a set of specialized custom tools were developed with the main aim of adding
to  Orione those missing functionalities that  are instead relevant  for  creating  microbiology
specific analysis pipeline. As an example, Orione custom tools enable users to retrieve and
format  data  from various  sources,  to  examine,  analyze,  and  process  input  data,  and  to
facilitate post assembly and genome annotation1. A complete list of all  the Orione tools is
accessible through the Orione's left panel at http://orione.crs4.it .

The  suggested  mode of  use  of  Orione  is  through  registration  or  through  a  collaborative
research  agreement  (CRA).  For  more  information  please  contact  the  authors.  

Supplementary table 2 provides a summary of tools we implemented or for which we only
wrote the wrapper to make them available in Orione. All these custom tools and wrappers can
be downloaded from the main Galaxy Tool Shed http://toolshed.g2.bx.psu.edu/ and installed
in  a  custom  installation  of  Galaxy.  Development  of  these  tool  is  carried  out  at
https://bitbucket.org/crs4 .

Supplementary table 3 instead contains a list of tools which have been made available in
Orione, for which the corresponding wrappers were downloaded from the main Galaxy Tool
Shed. 

Supplementary table 2. Tools either implemented or wrapped by us. 

Tool Reference

BAM to consensus [11]

BLAT [20]

Check bacterial contigs this work

Check bacterial draft this work

CISA [22]

Edena [23]

EDGE-pro [24]

1The "Learn" section (https://wiki.galaxyproject.org/Learn) of Galaxy's website is a good entry point to acquire
the minimum knowledge that permits to use Orione in a successful way. In that website one can  find information
on how to load data, how to use the tools interface as well as hints on how to start using Galaxy proficiently.

https://bitbucket.org/crs4
http://toolshed.g2.bx.psu.edu/
http://orione.crs4.it/
https://usegalaxy.org/


Extract contigs this work

FASTQ positional and quality trimming this work

Filter taxonomy this work

Get EDGE-pro files this work

Get FASTA from taxon this work

Get proteomes from MetaPhlAn this work

Glimmer [6]

Krona pie chart [7]

Mauve [8]

MetaGeneMark [9]

MetaVelvet [10]

Mugsy [12]

MUMmer: Draft To Finished [13]

MUSCLE [14]

Paired-end compositional filtering this work

Prokka [15]

Remove reads from FASTQ files this work

SEQuel [16]

SHRiMP [17]

SOPRA [18]

SSAKE [19]

SSPACE [21]



Supplementary table 3.  Tools included in Orione, whose wrappers were downloaded from
the Tool Shed. Ref. = Reference, Mod. = Modified by us

Tool Repository Ref. Mod.

ABySS
http://toolshed.g2.bx.psu.edu/view/edward-kirton/abyss_too
lsuite [32]

Bowtie
http://toolshed.g2.bx.psu.edu/view/devteam/bowtie_wrappe
rs [33] Yes

BWA http://toolshed.g2.bx.psu.edu/view/devteam/bwa_wrappers [34]

BWA-MEM http://toolshed.g2.bx.psu.edu/view/yufei-luo/bwa_0_7_5 [34] Yes

CD-HIT http://toolshed.g2.bx.psu.edu/view/jjohnson/cdhit [35] Yes

Flexbar http://toolshed.g2.bx.psu.edu/view/jtilman/flexbar [36]

FreeBayes http://toolshed.g2.bx.psu.edu/view/devteam/freebayes [37] Yes

LASTZ http://toolshed.g2.bx.psu.edu/view/devteam/lastz [38]

MetaPhlAn http://toolshed.g2.bx.psu.edu/view/dannon/metaphlan [25] Yes

NCBI BLAST+ http://toolshed.g2.bx.psu.edu/view/devteam/ncbi_blast_plus [26] Yes

SnpEff http://toolshed.g2.bx.psu.edu/view/jjohnson/snpeff [27] Yes

SOAP https://github.com/gigascience/galaxy-tools-bgisoap [28]

SPAdes http://toolshed.g2.bx.psu.edu/view/lionelguy/spades [29] Yes

tRNAscan-SE
http://toolshed.g2.bx.psu.edu/view/bgruening/trna_predictio
n [30] Yes

VelvetOptimiser
http://toolshed.g2.bx.psu.edu/view/simon-gladman/velvet_o
ptimiser [31]

Management of software license

For several software tools, their license  permits the use for research purposes only. To proper
handle this situation, we have implemented a filter on the tools menu of Orione for which only
the users that have a collaborative research agreement with us, can run these tools.

The tools under this constraint are:
1. ABySS
2. BLAT
3. SEQuel
4. MetaGeneMark

http://toolshed.g2.bx.psu.edu/view/simon-gladman/velvet_optimiser
http://toolshed.g2.bx.psu.edu/view/simon-gladman/velvet_optimiser
http://toolshed.g2.bx.psu.edu/view/bgruening/trna_prediction
http://toolshed.g2.bx.psu.edu/view/bgruening/trna_prediction
https://github.com/gigascience/galaxy-tools-bgisoap
http://toolshed.g2.bx.psu.edu/view/jjohnson/snpeff
http://toolshed.g2.bx.psu.edu/view/devteam/ncbi_blast_plus
http://toolshed.g2.bx.psu.edu/view/dannon/metaphlan
http://toolshed.g2.bx.psu.edu/view/devteam/lastz
http://toolshed.g2.bx.psu.edu/view/devteam/freebayes
http://toolshed.g2.bx.psu.edu/view/jtilman/flexbar
http://toolshed.g2.bx.psu.edu/view/jjohnson/cdhit
http://toolshed.g2.bx.psu.edu/view/yufei-luo/bwa_0_7_5
http://toolshed.g2.bx.psu.edu/view/devteam/bwa_wrappers
http://toolshed.g2.bx.psu.edu/view/devteam/bowtie_wrappers
http://toolshed.g2.bx.psu.edu/view/devteam/bowtie_wrappers
http://toolshed.g2.bx.psu.edu/view/edward-kirton/abyss_toolsuite
http://toolshed.g2.bx.psu.edu/view/edward-kirton/abyss_toolsuite


Workflows
Galaxy  workflows  allow  the  user  to  combine  different  tools  into  reproducible  processing
pipelines that can run automatically over different set of data, without the need of resetting
parameters.  We  prepared  a  set  of  workflows  that  cover  the  main  Orione  functionalities:
preprocessing,  bacterial  de  novo/re-sequencing,  RNA-Seq  and  metagenomics.  In  the
description of the workflows the tools used in each step are indicated in brackets.  A live
version of the supplementary material with links to the workflows described below is available
on the Orione web-site at http://orione.crs4.it/u/puva/p/orione-live-supplement.

Workflow #1: Pre-processing
Quality of reads is essential  for downstream analyses. Mapping/Assembling artifacts arise
from errors in basecalling, primer/adaptor contamination, and poor quality reads. To improve
the overall dataset quality this workflow is composed by three steps of trimming/filtering. First
adapter removal, followed by trimming by quality with an appropriate filtering for maximum
and minimum allowed reads length. The final filtering step is based on the reads composition,
in order to filter out all low complexity reads. To strictly retain mate matching integrity of the
forward and reverse reads files all data are processed in paired-end data mode. Furthermore,
to monitor the outcome of the process, two steps of quality check are placed at the beginning
and at the end of the workflow. 

Input:
• Raw FASTQ paired-end reads 

Output:
• Processed FASTQ paired-end reads

Steps:
1. Conversion  of  the  input  FASTQ  file  to  the  fastqsanger quality  encoding  [FASTQ

groomer]
2. Quality control of raw reads [FastQC]
3. Adapter removal [Flexbar]
4. Trimming/filtering by quality and length [FASTQ positional and quality trimming]
5. Filtering by sequence composition [Paired-end compositional filtering]
6. Quality control of processed reads [FastQC]

Workflow #2: Bacterial re-sequencing
When a suitable template  is  available  bacterial  genomes can be assembled by mapping
algorithms. We based this Orione workflow on the BWA aligner since it accepts both paired-
and single-ends reads and it permits gapped alignment. Furthermore, the last version of BWA
(0.7.5a) includes three different algorithms optimized for different reads length (aln,  mem,
bwasw) allowing users to customize the workflow according to the sequencing platform used
for generating data. The outline of the workflow can be described as follows. First, reads are
aligned against a reference genome. Then, the alignment file is used to derive a consensus
draft sequence and a list of variants (including indels) with respect to the reference. Contigs
are extracted from the draft and submitted to the SSPACE (for paired-end reads) or SSAKE
(for single-end reads) scaffolders. Scaffolds are subsequently width formatted, aligned to the
reference  genome  by  Mugsy  and  finally  annotated  by  the  Prokka  annotation  tool.  Basic

http://orione.crs4.it/u/puva/p/orione-live-supplement


statistics  are  calculated  in  each  key  step  (draft,  contigs  extraction,  scaffolding)  by  the
appropriate Check bacterial  draft/contigs tool.  In case of need, a simpler workflow, where
contigs are neither extracted from the draft not scaffolded and in which the draft sequence is
directly annotated by Prokka, can be extracted from the present workflow skipping steps from
6 to 12.

Input:
• Processed FASTQ reads
• Reference genome

Output:
• Contigs sequences (FASTA)
• Scaffolds sequences (FASTA)
• Scaffolds annotations (multiple formats available)
• Report with draft/contigs/scaffolds quality

Steps:
1. Align against a reference genome with BWA [Map with BWA-MEM]
2. Convert alignment from SAM to BAM format [SAM to BAM]
3. Extract a draft consensus sequence [BAM to consensus]
4. Convert the draft from FASTQ to FASTA [FASTQ to FASTA converter]
5. Evaluate draft quality [Check bacterial draft]. 
6. Extract contigs (longer than a given threshold) from draft [Extract contigs]
7. Evaluate contigs quality [Check bacterial contigs]
8. Contigs scaffolding by SSPACE/SSAKE [SSPACE/SSAKE]
9. Scaffolds evaluation [Check bacterial contigs]
10.Align scaffolds against reference [Mugsy]
11.Convert Mugsy output to FASTA [MAF to FASTA]
12.Reformat FASTA output with 60 nucleotides per row [FASTA Width formatter]
13.Annotate draft/contigs [Prokka]

The workflow can be easily customized by the user. As an example, to align long reads with
LASTZ  instead  of  BWA-MEM,  step  1  can  be  replaced  by  “step  1a  -  FASTQ  to  FASTA
conversion”  and  “step  1b  -  LASTZ mapping”.  In  addition,  the  alignment  of  the  scaffolds
against  the  reference  genome  (step  #10)  can  be  performed  by  Mauve  [8].  Finally,  the
scaffolds can be eventually integrated with the scaffolds generated by  de novo assembly
using CISA [22].

Workflow #3: Bacterial de novo assembly
This workflow performs a  de novo assembly of bacterial  genomes using multiple  de novo
assemblers including Velvet  [39],  a  de novo genomic assembler  specifically  designed for
short read sequencing technologies, ABySS  [32] and SPAdes  [29]. In this workflow Velvet
runs three times with different k-mer values. The contigs produced by each Velvet run are first
merged and then clustered at 1.0 value of similarity using the CD-HIT tool. Contigs obtained
with the different tools are then integrated using CISA [22]. Basic statistics are calculated over
the combined contigs using the “Check bacterial contigs” tool. Finally, the obtained sequences
are annotated using Prokka producing files ready to submit to GenBank.



Input:
• Processed FASTQ reads

Output:
• Contigs/Scaffolds from each assembler (FASTA)
• Integrated contig sequences (FASTA)
• Sequence annotations (multiple formats available)
• Report with de novo assembly statistics 

Steps:
1. Prepare reads for Velvet [velveth] with three k-mer values
2. De novo assembly with Velvet [velvetg]
3. Merge Velvet contigs and cluster them at 1.00 identity [CD-HIT]
4. De novo assembly with ABySS [ABySS]
5. De novo assembly with SPAdes [SPAdes]
6. Integrates contigs with CISA [CISA Contigs Integrator]
7. Evaluate contigs/scaffolds quality [Check bacterial contigs]
8. Annotate sequences [Prokka]

Workflow #4: Bacterial RNA-Seq
This  workflow  runs  EDGE-pro  (Estimated  Degree  of  Gene  Expression  in  PROkaryotes),
which  is  a  tool  specifically  designed  to  estimate  gene  expression  levels  in  prokaryotic
genomes from RNA-seq data.

Input:
• Processed FASTQ reads

Output:
• Normalized gene abundances (txt)

Steps:
1. Retrieve files for EDGE-pro [Get EDGE-pro files]
2. Estimate gene abundances [EDGE-pro]

Workflow #5: Metagenomics
Understanding  the  community  structure  of  microbes  is  typically  based  on  16S  gene
sequences. Following this approach, the present workflow maps reads to NCBI 16S database
using NCBI BLAST+ blastn, a tool that works with both Illumina and 454 reads, and returns
alignment in a format which is easy to manipulate. This choice is also motivated by the fact
that the blastn does not have limitations in the database size as other aligners such as Bowtie
has. This allows the user to choose the appropriate data base (16S microbial or all bacterial
sequences) so that the workflow can be of general use. The blastn results file is then filtered
to retain significant matches. Reads names and best matching GI code are then passed to
the metagenomics Galaxy tools  for  taxa assignment,  which is  based on NCBI taxonomy.
Galaxy tools also allow to identify the lowest common ancestor and to draw a phylogenetic
three with leaves abundance. Due to reads noise or suboptimal matching, the resulting trees
are  usually  highly  branched  and  with  a  confused  pattern.  To  filter  results  from  taxa
assignment for example on the basis of relative abundance, an Orione custom tools is then



applied.  The  results  are  then  converted  into  interactive  pie-charts  generated  by  Krona.
Benchmarking of the above approach is provided by processing data using MetaPhlAn, a tool
based on taxonomic informative tag sequences that has been recently used in the Human
Microbiome Project [40].

Input:
• Processed FASTQ reads

Output:
• Taxa abundances
• Interactive pie-chart

Steps:
1. Convert FASTQ reads into FASTA [FASTQ to FASTA]
2. Run MetaPhlAn as benchmark
3. Align reads against 16S microbial database [NCBI BLAST+ blastn]
4. Alignment (BLAST results file) filtering [Text Manipulation tools] 
5. Extract name of aligned sequences [Text Manipulation tools] 
6. Extract NCBI GI accession [Text Manipulation tools] 
7. Retrieve taxonomy data [Fetch taxonomic representation]
8. Find lowest common ancestor for reads with multiple matches [Find lowest diagnostic

rank]
9. Remove taxa with low abundance [Filter taxonomy]
10.Draw taxonomic tree [Draw phylogeny]
11.Summarize results in tabular format [Summarize taxonomy]
12.Create Krona interactive pie-chart [Krona pie chart]

Workflow #6: Metatranscriptomics
This  workflow prepares the  reads from meta-transcriptomic  experiments  by  removing  the
reads mapping to ribosomal RNAs and host  genome from the input  data.  The remaining
reads are  aligned against the Bacterial section of UniProtKB. The results of the alignment, in
standard tabular format, can be summarized using external tools such as Blast2Go  [41] or
MEGAN [42] .

Input:
• Processed FASTQ reads

Output:
• Results of BLAST search

Steps:
1. Remove reads aligned against ribosomal RNA dataset using Bowtie2 [Bowtie2]
2. Remove reads aligned against host genome (i.e. Homo sapiens) [Bowtie2]
3. Convert FASTQ to FASTA format [FASTQ to FASTA]
4. Align  FASTA sequences  against  UniProtKB  Bacteria  using  blastx  [NCBI  BLAST+

blastx]



Orione testing using control datasets

Orione  workflows  and  functionalities  have  been  tested  using  public  data  from  different
platforms, see Supplementary table 4. 

Supplementary table 4. Summary of the datasets used for testing workflows.

Species E. coli DH10B E. coli DH10B
B. suis

NC_004310-1
E. coli K12

Data source [43] [44] [45] [46]

# chr 1 1 2 1

Platform MiSeq IonTorrent HiSeq2000 454 Roche

Reads length 150 PE 5-127 SE 70-90 SE 170-240 SE

# reads 2 x 7,202,568 1,687,490 4,125,000 436,142

Coverage > 400 > 30 > 110 > 20

Average quality 36 22 36 27

PE, paired-end; SE, single-end.

As the initial step, we increased the overall quality of the datasets by preprocessing the reads
with the above mentioned “Pre-processing” workflow using the following parameters.

• trimming by nucleotide quality  > 20
• filtering by average read quality  > 20
• filtering by minimum read length  > 35nts
• complexity filtering by forcing monomer, dimers and trimers frequencies (80%, 30%

and 20%, respectively)

Since these tools require an input in FASTQ format, files from 454 Roche (.fna and .qual)
were combined in a single FASTQ file by the “Combine FASTA and QUAL Into FASTQ” tool.

To  continue,  we  run  two  different  analysis  workflows  on  each  dataset  with  the  aim  of
reconstructing the bacterial genomes using either  reference-based or a  de novo approach.
Results are described in the following sections.

Bacterial re-sequencing
Preprocessed  reads  were  mapped  against  the  appropriate  reference  genome  by  using
BWA-MEM. Once converted to the BAM format using the “SAM to BAM” tool, the alignment
files were submitted - together with the reference genome - to the “BAM to consensus” tool
and a draft consensus sequence built via the SAMtools mpileup command and BCFtools. The



quality of the draft genomes (evaluated by “Check bacterial draft”) and of the contigs after
scaffolding and extension steps (evaluated by the “Check bacterial contigs”) are summarized
in  Supplementary  table  5.  All  these  steps  are  included  into  the  workflow  #2,  “Bacterial
re-sequencing”.

Supplementary  table  5.  Major  features  of  the  draft  genomes  and  contigs  after
scaffolding/extension.

Sample E. coli [43] E. coli [44] B.suis [45] E. coli [46]

Draft genomes

Assembled bases 4,686,135 4,631,327 3,307,214 4,615,378

Contigs 2 104 17 72

Avg contig length 1,562,045 44,532 194,542 64,102

Max contig length 1,991,862 405,901 673,078 401,625

Gaps 1 100 12 41

Avg gap length 1 548 663 592

Max gap length 1 2,647 6,102 2,340

N50 1,864,065 178,263 374,387 137,218

Contigs after scaffolding/extension*

Assembled bases 4,686,137 4,650,353 3,323,859 4,945,420

Contigs 1 69 14 72

Avg contig length 4,686,137 67,396 237,418 68,686

Max contig length 4,686,137 405,901 673,770 401,625

N50 4,686,137 178,263 374,387 136,539

*  Contigs  from PE reads  were  scaffolded  using  SSPACE.  Contigs  from  SE reads  were
extended using SSAKE.

Almost all samples were assembled in a satisfactory way, providing very few contigs, small
gaps amount and an high N50 value. 

Bacterial de novo assembly
Alternatively, a de novo assembly has been performed for all the preprocessed reads using
workflow #3 devoted to bacterial  de novo assembly.  The workflow integrates results from
different de novo assemblers. Results are reported in Supplementary table 6.



Supplementary table 6. Summary of the de novo assembled contigs.

Sample E. coli [43] E. coli [44] B.suis [45] E. coli [46]

Assembled bases 4,497,358 4,475,240 2,236,189 4,530,269

Contigs 224 226 59 161

Contigs >2000 bp 80 166 59 110

Avg contig length 20,077 19,802 37,465 28,138

Max contig length 326,342 318,942 87,465 246,492

N50 95,404 44,918 40,829 75,848

The de novo approach returned a high number of contigs for each sample. To increase the
quality of the assembled genomes,  the  results from multiple  de novo assemblers (ABySS,
Velvet and SPAdes) were integrated using the “CISA Contigs Integrator” tool.
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